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Introduction

Table 1

Conventional speech-to-speech (S2S) translation
[1] systems only translate the content of the utterance and ignore paralinguistic information included
in the input speech. As a step towards addressing

Utterances

1015

Emphasized units

1305

Utterances has X emphasized
units

this limitation, in this paper we analyze paralinguistic information across languages. Among the various types of paralinguistic information, we focus
on emphasis, a type of information that is used to
convey the focus of the sentence. Emphasis is an

The conversation corpus materials

Table 2

1
2
3

776
193
41

4

5

Recorded speech data for the conversation

corpus

important factor especially when repeating an initially misheard sentence (a situation that occurs often when using less-than perfect speech translation
systems). This paper describes an analysis regarding how emphasis is expressed across two languages:

Speaker

Utterances

Male Japanese

1015

Emphasized
words
1305

Male American

1015

1305

Japanese and English.

3

2

We did an analysis of the recorded data to see the
diﬀerences between Japanese and English in terms

Construction of a corpus of emphasized speech

Analysis

The construction of this corpus is described in the
follow procedure:

of amplitude, duration and changes in fundamental frequency (F0). All recorded data were used for
evaluation.

First, we selected 16k pairs of sentences from the
Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC) [2] which

First, taking a look at amplitude in Figure 1
we can see that the amplitude of Japanese empha-

consists of sentences from travel domain, and performed part-of-speech tagging on both languages.
We used the NLTK [3] toolkit for English sentences

sized words are almost equal to English emphasized
words, the diﬀerent between median of amplitute
distribution of emphasized words and normal words

and Mecab [4] for Japanese sentences.
Next, we performed word alignment between the

is 10 dB in English and 9 dB in Japanese. However, the Figure 2 shows that English speakers tend

sentences using the pialign tool [5] to ensure that the
same words were analyzed in both sentences. This
setting allows us to analyze how emphasis can be

to emphasize words by using more duration than
Japanese speakers. The median of duration for emphasized words is 400 ms higher than normal words

translated between languages. After this, we had
2500 sentences. These sentences were veriﬁed man-

in English and 250 ms in Japanese. The study in [6]
said that Japanese emphasis uses less power and du-

ually to ensure the correctness and naturalness of
emphasized units. After manual veriﬁcation, a total
of 1015 pairs of sentences remained, the details of

ration than English. This is consistent with our duration’s observation, but inconsistent regarding amplitude’s observation. The reason is in our record-

which are shown in Table 1.
There were 2 speakers, one Japanese and the other

ing conditions, the speakers were asked to speak the
Japanese sentences right after English sentences, so

American. They can speak both Japanese and English ﬂuently. The speakers were asked to emphasize
some particular words intentionally.

the Japanese emphasized words may have been inﬂuenced by the English emphasized words.
Figure 3 shows the average standard deviation
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Fig. 1

Amplitude distribution

Fig. 3

Average standard deviation distribution

than in Japanese to emphasize words.
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